Abstract

Tourist attraction is a tourist destination for the tourists. There is a place looks like a tourist destination, but the venue located area of the cemetery. Therefore, the writer are interested in choosing the title of research on this phenomenon. In this paper, the writer conducted a research about An Analysis of San Diego Hills As A Funeral Homes and Tourist Attraction in Karawang. In this research paper, the writer used descriptive method because the result is described about situation of San Diego Hills. In addition, the writer also conducted a comparison between San Diego Hills, Al azhar Memorial Garden, and Mangga Besar I funeral homes. The reason why the writer conducted a comparison in three places is that the writer could see the difference between a cemetery that has a concept and facilities like tourist destination and a cemetery without concept and facilities. The data is taken from the result of interview and observation. The writer can conclude that the San Diego Hills is different from the other burial such as Al Azhar Memorial Garden and Mangga Besar I funeral homes. San Diego Hills is a place of burial, but has luxury facilities such as tourist spots and the facility can be visited by the public.
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